TRADITIONAL,
LOCAL, FRESH.

PRODUCT RANGE

Proudly family owned, Alba cheese sources its finest dairy milk from
the best of Australia’s most developed dairy regions to produce cheese
of outstanding excellence, enjoyed by many in Australia and around
the world.

Alba Cheese is a proud manufacturer
of high quality, authentic Italian style
fresh and matured cheese.

The History of alba cheese
The ALBA CHEESE legacy is one of passion and
uncompromising commitment.
Growing up on a small farming village named Sortino in Italy, Mario
and Gaetano Bongiorno, learned the secrets of making the finest
Italian cheese. Their father Luciano taught them how to passionately
and skilfully make the true traditional Italian cheese that is sought
after by many.
Having moved to Australia in the early 60’s, the two brothers continued
to work in the cheese industry, hoping to one day realise their dream of
establishing Alba Cheese.

In the late 70’s they bought three properties on Assembly Drive as they
envisioned their business to grow over time. In 1982 they opened their
recently built factory, thus beginning the early stages of Alba Cheese
Manufacturing. With only a handful of employees, they produced a
couple of thousand litres of milk per day.
Over the years, production has grown phenomenally due to the
popularity of their age-old traditional ways of making cheese and
has become a household icon in Australia and Internationally.
Even though Alba Cheese has seen increased growth and continues
to do so, there is one thing that will forever remain constant – you will
always find pleasure, in a first class Italian culinary experience.

Fresh curd cheese

Fresh curd cheese
RICOTTA

Fresh curd cheese
RICOTTA BULK

Fresh curd cheese
RICOTTA SALATA

Alba Ricotta is made fresh everyday and is a
standout product for Alba Cheese as it has won
numerous prestigious awards over the years. It is
made with fresh whey and cow’s milk and has
an exquisitely mild yet creamy flavour with a clean
aftertaste. It is gleaming white in colour, exhibiting
a delicate texture that is soft and silky. It’s the
deliciously different choice for making dips and
spreads, in desserts and cheesecakes or even
for savoury dishes.
Shelf Life

Pack Size

14 days

375g

Alba Bulk Ricotta is packed into 3kg sealed bowls
and 1.5kg or 20kg vacuum sealed bags for ease
of use for manufacturers and large volume users.
It is a little firmer in texture to help facilitate its use
on commercial machines yet still maintains the
finest quality properties that Alba Ricotta
encompasses.
Shelf Life

Pack Size

14 days
4 weeks (vacuum seal)
5 weeks (vacuum seal)

3kg
1.5kg
20kg

Alba Ricotta Salata is made from natural Alba
Ricotta. Salt is added and is left to mature for a
couple of weeks. This process enhances to a
pungent yet firm, smooth texture. It can be used
as an ingredient in cooking, as table cheese or
even to shred it on top of your favourite pasta dish.

Shelf Life

Pack Size

24 months

Approx 1.5kg per wheel

Fresh curd cheese
FORMAGGINO

Fresh curd cheese
FIORELLO

Fresh curd cheese
FRESH PECORINO

Alba Formaggino is a fresh curd cheese. It is pale
white in colour which complements its smooth
and moist body texture. The fresh mild flavour of
the Formaggino is ideally suited to grilling, frying,
mixed in with salads or even as a table cheese.
Alba Formaggino is ideal for those with vegetarian
requirements.

Shelf Life

Pack Size

6 months

500g

Alba Fiorello is also a fresh curd cheese. It is pale
yellow to white in colour which complements its
smooth and moist body texture. Secret blends of
naturally fresh herbs are infused throughout to invoke
pleasure. Alba Fiorello can be used as a table cheese
and with cheese platters. It can also be an attractive
accompaniment while chatting with family and friends
on a beautiful summer’s night with dried apricots or
fresh figs.
Shelf Life

Pack Size

6 months

500g

Alba Fresh Pecorino is another fresh curd cheese.
It also displays a pale yellow to white colour which
complements its smooth and moist body texture. The
fresh mild tangy flavour of the Alba Fresh Pecorino is
ideally suited to grilling or frying. Place it inside your
favourite mince patty, grill it and then watch and feel
the silky smooth cheese flow from within as you take
those mouthfuls of delight.
Shelf Life

Pack Size

6 months

1.5kg & 3kg

Fresh curd cheese
FETTA

Fresh curd cheese
CHEDDAR BLOCK

Fresh curd cheese
SHREDDED CHEDDAR

Alba Fetta is a curd cheese made from pasteurised
milk. This cheese is off white to white in colour and
has a semi firm yet slightly crumbly texture. It is lightly
brined and has a unique rich tangy yet creamy flavour
that sooths your palette. It can be used on salads or
with cheese platters.

Shelf Life

Pack Size

6 months

175g poddle
1kg bucket
2kg bucket

Alba Cheddar is a semi-mature cheese. It is rich
creamy yellow in colour and has the most attractive
solid yet smooth compact appearance. Your taste
buds are left with a clean, slightly acid flavour distinct
only to that of cheddar with a firm body. The classic
pairing for cheddar is with chutney. It is delicious
in salads, casseroles, pizza, or even your favourite
gourmet sandwich. Add to cream-based soups or
sauces for steamed vegetables or baked dishes.
Shelf Life

Pack Size

6 months

2kg

Alba Shredded Cheddar is shred from the finest
cheddar whose quality and taste is superior to others.
The product is shredded and packed into various pack
sizes for ease and convenience of use. It has a rich
creamy yellow colour throughout and is free flowing. It’s
melting and stretching properties enhances any dish
while creating another dimension to your taste buds.
Shelf Life

Pack Size

6 months

500g
2kg

Stretched curd cheese

Stretched curd cheese
RETAIL MOZZARELLA

Stretched curd cheese
MOZZARELLA LOAF

Stretched curd cheese
SHREDDED MOZZARELLA

Alba Mozzarella is a fresh stretch curd cheese that
compliments its delicate milky flavour and its soft body
texture. It is light cream in colour, with a yellow base
throughout. Alba Mozzarella is suited as a perfect
addition to any pizza or pasta dish for that desired
melt and stretch. The product can also be sliced or
shredded and eaten without further processing.

Shelf Life

Pack Size

6 months

250g pear
500g pear
500g square

Alba Mozzarella Loaf is used where cheese
stretchability and melting properties play an important
part of the product’s characteristics. It comes in the
ideal size for use in restaurants or for caterers. The loaf
has a firmer body that facilitates its use in commercial
shredders or slicers.

Shelf Life

Pack Size

12 months

5kg loaf

Alba Shredded Mozzarella is typically made from
Mozzarella cheese. The product is shredded and packed
into various pack sizes for ease and convenience of use,
and it has a free flowing characteristic. It is light cream
in colour. Alba Shredded Mozzarella is suited to use in
pizza and pasta products where the cheese stretchability
and melting properties play a vital role in the product’s
characteristics.
Shelf Life

Pack Size

6 months

250g
500g
2kg

Stretched curd cheese
OVOLINI

Stretched curd cheese
BOCCONCINI

Stretched curd cheese
FIOR DI LATTE/PEARLS

Alba Ovolini is a fresh stretch curd cheese and is shaped
into 10g balls. It is packed in fresh water to ensure
freshness and the structural integrity of each individual
piece. It has a striking white porcelain interior with an
elegant white, shiny skin that compliments its subtle
acidulated milk flavour and soft delicate body texture.
Alba Ovolini is ideal with freshly sliced tomato, basil
and a pinch of sea salt finished off with a sprinkle
of cracked pepper.
Shelf Life

Pack Size

4 weeks

200g poddle
1kg bucket

Alba Bocconcini is a fresh stretch curd cheese and is
shaped into 40g balls. It is also packed in fresh water
to ensure freshness and the structural integrity. It has
a striking white porcelain interior with an elegant white,
shiny skin that compliments its subtle acidulated milk
flavour and soft delicate body texture. Alba Bocconcini
can be used as a table cheese or as an attractive
accompaniment to a variety of dishes including
foccacia or even a refreshing toasted bruschetta.
Shelf Life

Pack Size

4 weeks

200g poddle
1kg bucket

Alba Fior Di Latte is a fresh stretch curd cheese and is
shaped into 125g balls, while the Alba Pearls are shaped
into 2g pearl like balls. They are each packed in fresh
water to ensure freshness and the structural integrity.
They accentuate the same properties of that of the
Bocconcini and Ovolini. The Alba Fior Di Latte can be
sliced and added to your favourite gourmet pizza or you
can sprinkle a handful of the Alba Pearls and marvel at
how it brings the pizza to life.
Shelf Life

Pack Size

4 weeks

Pearls 1kg bucket
Fior Di Latte 1.25kg
bucket

Stretched curd cheese
Fresh Provolone

Stretched curd cheese
TRECCIA

Stretched curd cheese
HALOUMi

Alba Fresh Provolone is a stretch curd cheese formed
into 500g or 1kg salami shaped rolls. It has a soft
milky flavour and has a supple body that is light cream
in colour, with a slight yellow base throughout. Alba
Fresh Provolone can be sliced and used on pizza or
pasta dishes and is an attractive accompaniment with
olives, semi-dried tomatoes or even roasted peppers.
Matching a glass of light refreshing wine or even a
medium bodied red to this amazing cheese adds to
its delicious versatility.
Shelf Life

Pack Size

6 months

500g
1kg

Alba Treccia is a stretch curd cheese that is platted by
hand by skilfully trained traditional cheese makers. Its
elusive milky flavour and its soft body texture reveal a
light cream colour, with a slight yellow base throughout.
Alba Treccia is an attractive accompaniment to olives,
fresh herbs or even semi-dried tomatoes with a drizzle
of the finest olive oil. It can also be sliced and eaten
without further processing.

Shelf Life

Pack Size

6 months

500g

Alba Haloumi is a stretch curd cheese and is individually
knotted and cut by hand. It is light cream to white in
colour, lightly brined and flavoured with the much loved
black cumin seed. The black cumin seed gives the Alba
Haloumi a slight piquant flavour to compliment its subtle
milky taste. Haloumi is popular within the Middle Eastern
community and can be grilled or fried and is also used
to compliment a variety of dishes.
Shelf Life

Pack Size

6 months

500g jar
1.25kg jar

MATURED CHEESE

Matured cheese
PECORINO MATURO

Matured cheese
PECORINO PEPATO

Matured cheese
PECORINO CHILLI

Alba Pecorino is a matured cheese. It is left to mature
for 6 to 8 months in which it develops a dense yet
crumbly, dry texture with a pale yellow colour. The
strong aroma is complimented by the bitey, piquant
flavour. Alba Pecorino can be used as a table cheese,
for grating or shaving. It can also be an attractive
accompaniment to enhance a variety of dishes.

Shelf Life

Pack Size

24 months

Approx 6kg wheel

Alba Pecorino Pepato is a matured cheese similar to
Alba Pecorino cheese. It is yellow in colour and left
to mature for 5 to 7 months. With whole peppercorns
infused throughout, it grants the taste buds a mild to
sharp flavour combined with the delicate spice flavour
of pepper, yet leaving no bitter after taste in the mouth.
Alba Pecorino Pepato can be used as a table cheese,
for grating or shaving.
Shelf Life

Pack Size

24 months

Approx 6kg wheel

Alba Pecorino Chilli is a matured cheese similar to
Alba Pecorino cheese. It is left to mature for 5 to 7
months. With whole chilli flakes infused throughout,
it grants the taste buds a sharp flavour combined
with the wild spice flavour of chilli. Alba Pecorino
Chilli can be used as a table cheese.

Shelf Life

Pack Size

24 months

Approx 6kg wheel

Alba Casalingo is a matured cheese. Left to mature for 2
to 3 months, it develops a semi hard firm texture and a
hard body. It provides a mild to sharp nutty flavour and
can be used as a table cheese or with cheese platters.

Matured cheese
CASALINGO/DOLCETTO

Alba Dolcetto is a semi-matured cheese. Also left to
mature for 2 to 3 months, it develops a semi hard; firm
texture to give a mild yet sweet nutty flavour. Dolcetto is
said to be the Italian cousin to Gouda cheese and can
be used as a table cheese or with cheese platters.

Shelf Life

Pack Life

24 months

Approx 3kg wheel

Alba Red Piccantino is a semi-matured cheese. Left to
mature for 2 to 4 months, it develops a semi hard firm
texture. Red chilli flakes are infused throughout and
when combined with the mild flavour, a tantalizing spice
flavour of chilli is experienced while leaving a slightly
sweet after taste in the mouth. Alba Red Piccantino
can be used as a table cheese or with cheese platters.

Shelf Life

Pack Size

24 months

Approx 3kg wheel

Alba Black Piccantino is a matured cheese made from
pasteurised milk. Left to mature for 2 to 4 months, it
develops a semi hard firm texture. With peppercorns
infused throughout to give a mild flavour combined
with the alluring spice flavour of pepper, it leaves
a slight sweet after taste in the mouth. Alba Black
Piccantino can be used as a table cheese and with
cheese platters.

Shelf Life

Pack Size

24 months

Approx 3kg wheel

Matured cheese
RED PICCANTINO

Matured cheese
BLACK PICCANTINO

Matured cheese
PROVOLONE

Matured cheese
PROVOLETTA

Matured cheese
PARMESAN

Alba Provolone is a stretch curd cheese and formed
into an 8kg log. It is yellow in colour and is left to
mature for three months to reveal a stronger yet sweet
and supple flavour. Alba Provolone can be used as a
substitute for mozzarella and also as a table cheese
when entertaining family and friends.

Shelf Life

Pack Size

24 months

8kg aprrox

Alba Provoletta is a stretch curd cheese and is skilfully
handcrafted into a pear shape with a neck or lobe.
It is yellow in colour and left to mature for a couple
of weeks, enabling the cheese to develop a rind that
becomes oily and smooth giving that authentic, Italian
farmhouse cheese look. The soft milky flavour is slightly
overcome by a pleasurable sweet and supple taste.
Alba Provoletta can be used as a table cheese, for
shredding, grilling or melting. It is also an attractive
accompaniment to a variety of dishes.
Shelf Life

Pack Size

24 months

750g aprrox

Alba Parmesan is a matured cheese. Left to mature
for 9 to 12 months, it develops a dense yet crumbly,
grainy texture. The strong aroma is complimented by
a bitey and full piquant flavour. Alba Parmesan is a low
moisture cheese and can be used as a table cheese,
for grating, shredding or shaving. It can also be an
attractive accompaniment to enhance a variety of
dishes.
Shelf Life

Pack Size

Wedge: 12 months
Wheel: 24 months

200g wedge
Approx 6kg wheel

Matured cheese
GRATED PARMESAN

Matured cheese
SHAVED PARMESAN

Matured cheese
SHREDDED PARMESAN

Alba Grated Parmesan is made from Alba Parmesan
cheese. The grated product is dried and packed into
various pack sizes for ease and convenience of use,
and has a free flowing characteristic with a pale yellow
colour. The strong aroma is complimented by the bitey
and full piquant flavour typical of parmesan. It can also
be an attractive accompaniment to enhance a variety
of dishes.
Shelf Life

Pack Size

12 months

100g
250g
2kg

Alba Shaved Parmesan is made from the Parmesan
cheese. The product is thinly shaved and packed
into a 1kg sealed bag locking in the freshness of the
cheese. It is pale yellow in colour. The brawny aroma
is complimented by the bitey and piquant flavour. Alba
Shaved Parmesan can be used in pasta dishes, on
your favourite gourmet pizza, or even as a topping to
enhance a variety of salads.
Shelf Life

Pack Size

12 months

1kg

Alba Shredded Parmesan is made from the Parmesan
cheese. The product is thinly shredded and has a free
flowing yet fluffy characteristic with a pale yellow colour.
The aroma is complimented by the bitey and piquant
flavour typical of Parmesan. Alba Shredded Parmesan
can be used in pasta dishes, on pizza, or even as a
topping to enhance a variety of other dishes.

Shelf Life

Pack Size

12 months

1kg

The underlying foundation of quality and attention to
detail has allowed Alba Cheese Manufacturing to
be successful in winning many prestigious awards.

AWARD WINNING CHEESE
Highlights from ALBA cheese achievements,
recognised and acknowledge by the Dairy
Industry Association of Australia and
other Shows include:

• 2012 GOLD AWARD (Sydney Royal Cheese and Produce Show)
• 2012 SILVER AWARD (Sydney Royal Cheese and Produce Show)
• 2009 GOLD AWARD (DIAA - Australia)
• 2009 GOLD AWARD (DIAA - Victoria)
• 2009 SILVER AWARD (DIAA - Australia)
• 2008 SILVER AWARD (DIAA - Australia)

Alba Cheese Manufacturing is HACCP accredited and all products manufactured are HALAL certified.
They are also licensed and registered with the regulatory government bodies, Dairy Food Safety Victoria
and Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry for export.

ALBA CHEESE 
MANUFACTURING PTY LTD.

27-33 Assembly Drive,
Tullamarine, Victoria, 3043 Australia.
T +61 3 9330 2282
F +61 3 9330 2956
E info@albacheese.com.au
www.albacheese.com.au

